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" Also included are a description of the analytical and experimental

investigationh, the design of the sensor and electronics, the

testing, the conclusions and recommendations.

Accomplishments of the research program included (1) the

extension of the high temperature materials technology from the
01093 C (20000F) acoustic microphone development to the design of

a prototype accelerometer, (2) the advancement of high temperature

transducer materials technology to include the use of refractory

metals, (3) the design and fabrication of a sensor using variable

capacitance as the acceleration sensitive measurand and (4) the

design and fabrication of a frequency modulated (FM) electronic

detection system utilizing the large signal-to-noise ratio of

state-of-the-art FM components.

The resulting accelerometer system was tested for approx-

00
imately 40 hours with 12 hours at temperatures above 1010 C

(18500F). After this period of time, the sensor failed to

operate and a failure analysis pointed out two correctable design

deficiencies. The performance of the system would be characterized

as follows:

Operating Temperature Range: RT to 1093 0 C (RT to 2000°F)

Frequency Response: Flat to 3 kHz

Dynamic Range: 1000 to 0.03 g (91 dB)

Sensitivity Shifts: + 10% Ambient to 871 0 C (1600½F)

Linearity: + 20% Ambient to 871 0 C (1600 F)

3 3Size: 12.3 cm (.74 in.

The recommendation to continue the development to allow for
slight design changes and performance optimization was made by

the authors.
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FOREWORD

The research described in this report was performed by
Kaman Sciences Corporation, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
under Air Force Contract F33615-74-C-3027, Project 1472,
"Dynamics Measuring and Analysis Technology for Military

Vehicles," and Task No. 147201, "Dynamic Testing Procedures
of Flight Vehicles," for the Dynamics Technology Applications
Branch, Structures Division, Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Air
Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

Ohio.

The work was administered by Mr. Donald E. Seely,

(AFFDL/FBG), Project Engineer, of the Structures Division.

John C. Schneider was the Program Manager and Richard
K. Duke was the Project Engineer. Other members of the
investigative team were Stan Bowlin, Bruce DuVall, Frank
Hassey, Jim Lunghofer, and Art Witte.

This report covers work conducted from December 1974 to
April 1976. This report was submitted by the authors on
6 May 1976.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This final report covers effort expended on Contract

F33615-75-C-3027 with the Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab-

oratory/FBG, Air Force Systems Command at Wright-Patterson

AFB. Efforts of the program were directed at extending aad

advancing the high temperature a'7oustic microphone tech-

nology developed under Contracts F33615-72-C-1199 and

F33615-74-C-3011 to the development of a prototype high

temperature accelerometer. Such advancements are required

to keep pace with the severe environments encountered in

current aerospace programs.

Accomplishments of the research program included (1) the

extension of the high temperature materials technology from

the 1093 0 C (2000 0 F) acoustic microphone development to the

design of a prototype accelerometer, (2) the advancement of

high temperature transducer materials technology to include

the use of refractory metals, (3) the design and fabrication

of a sensor using variable capacitance as the acceleration

sensitive measurand and (4) the design and fabrication of a

frequency modulated (FM) electronic detection system uti-

lizing the large signal-to-noise ratio of state-of-the-art

FM components.

Included in this report are the objectives and goals of

the development program, the details of the research effort,

the design and fabrication details and the testing, including

a comparison to the actual design goals. Also included are

conclusions to the research program and recommendations for

future efforts.

I a"
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SECTION II

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

The main objective of the development effort was to

extend, and if possible, advance the current 10930C (20000F)

technology to the design and fabrication of a high tem-
perature accelerometer system. Additional objectives were
to define the accelerometer system performance, obtain
service life characteristics and to establish production
techniques and procedures. The priorities, for purposes of
design tradeoffs, were designated as the first four design
qoals listed for the program. These goals are listed in the
order of importance, starting with operation temperature

range of -54 to 10931C.

The program design goals were as follows:

1. Operating temperature range: -54 to 1093 0 C (-65 0 F
to 2000 0 P).

2. Frequency response: 2 to 20,000 Hz (DC to 20,000 Hz

is desired).
3. Dynamic range: 100 dB (.Olg to 1000g).
4. Sensitivity: vary no more than +.5% over given

temperature range.
5. Linearity: within +.l% over the entire dynamic

range.

6. Resonant frequency: 32,000 Hz or above.

7. Cross axis sensitivity: less than 1%.
8. Acoustic noise sensitivity: less than .01g equi-

valent at 140 dB SPL, (Ref. to 2 x 10-4 Microbar).
9. Static stability: .1% at a given temperature over

an extended time period.
10. Dynamic stability: less than 10 dB shift above

noise floor from temperature transients of up to
2.8WC/sec (51F/sec) over the given temperature

range.
11. Size: 12.29 cm (0.75 in 3 ) or less.

12. External electronics: if required shall be simple,

low power, compact, and flight qualified.

2 2
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SECTTON III

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM SUMMARY

To meet the objectives and goals of the research effort.,

a detailed plan of activities was originated. The phases
and tasks of the program plan were as follows:

PHASE I Technology Evaluation

1. Program Schedule

2. Literature Survey

3. Consultation with Experts
4. Sensing Technique Evaluations

5. Material Evaluations

PHASE II Preliminary Laboratory Tests and Design

I. High Temperature Materials
2. Assembly Methods

3. Promising Sensi;1g Method Tests
4. Parameter Optimization Tests

5. Preliminary Accelerometer Design

6. Interim Report

PHASE III Breadboard Accelerometer Construction and Testing

1. Fabrication of Approved Accelerometer

2. Testing of Accelerometer

PHASE IV Final Accelerometer System Design

1. Incorporation of Minor Changes
2. Second Interim Report

PHASE V Prototype Accelerometer Construction and Testing

1. Construction of Approved Accelerometer Design

2. Testing of Accelerometer
3. Delivery of Accelerometer

13
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PHIASE V1 Final Report

1. Draft of Final Report

2. B3riefing at AFF'DL

3. Final Report

4. Abstract of New Technology

Later, because of technical p~roblems encountered in the

development of the accelerometer, Phases T11 and IV were

eliminated from the program. These tasks were eliminated to

keep the proqram within the original funding limits without

seriously compromising the overall quality of the development

effort.

;.k
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SECTION IV

ANALYrTCAL EVALUATIONS

Y-1ollowing an extensive literature search, no new

techniques were noted that could be used at 1093°C (2000*F)

except those originally proposed. They were (1) optical,

(2) eddy current, and (3) capacitance techniques. Noted in
the optical techniques study were several systems used

Il primarily for the measurement of either velocity or dis-
placement. The most promising system noted was a laser
velocity interferometer. While such a system would have the

advantage of remote location which would allow its use to

even greater temperatures than 10931C, it has many dis-
ir advantages. These are (1) it does not measure acceleration

directly, (2) it needs visual access (window) to test sur-

face, (3) it is sensitive to thermal gradients which cause
index of retfraction changes, (4) vibration isolation of
sensor with respect to test surface is required, and (5)

present packaging requirements are considered extremely

"bulky and not. suitable for airborne use.I .

1 , SEISMIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Ig With the optical techniques considered somewhat beyond

the scope of this development program, most of the analytical

effort was directed to the analysis of either an eddy

current or capacitive type sensor. With either of these

k systems, the most important problem is the design of the

seismic system as shown in Figure la. Such a system basically
consists of four parts: 1) an integrated foundation and

S:.case, 2) a mass element, 3) an interconnecting spring which

possesses material damping, and 4) a relative displacement
detection device. Additional damping may be introduced

usina a fluid or gas damping device. Thus the accelerometer

1i
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can be modeled as a lumped system (Figure ib) consisting of

a f-undation and a mass element interconnected with spring

and damping elements.

a. Dynamic Analysis

For the following discussion, the displacement of the
foundation and seismic mass with respect to a fixed coordinates
system will be designated x and y respectively. The relative
displacement will be designated by

6 = y-x.

Consider the transducer subjected to an input motion x x,
SX. The displacement of the seismic mass with respect to a

fixed point in space can be defined by y=&+x. The differential
equation of motion for the system can be written as the

familiar
Siid2 (6+X) d6

W. -- +- c dS+ k6 0()2-, dt2

where

m = seismic mass

c = the damping co-efficient and

k = the spring constant.

Equation 1 can be written as

Sd2 6 + c d6 + kS -m6 (2)
m t'2  dt dt 2

Assuming that the motion x=X cos wt and 6= A cos Wt + 6,
0o 0

the solution of Equation 2 can be put into the form

A0

I i- ) + 2•-n (3a)

n
and

S~0 =tan-1•

S2 (3b)

n

-7
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where

Ao =displacement amplitude of mass element relative to

the displacement of the foundation

X = acceleration amplitude of the foundation
w= circular excitation frequency, (w 2Trf where f is

expressed in Hz)
"in undamped natural circular frequency of the spring

mass system (w = 2rf where f is expressed in Hz)n n n
S= damping expressed as a fraction of critical damping,

c

6 = phase angle in degrees that the relative displacement

of the mass element lags the acceleration foundation

Equation 3 is an expression for the magnitude and phase of

the relative displacement of the seismic system. Notice

that the magnitude of the relative displacement (or the sensi-

tivity) is inversely proportional to w and directly propor-n
tional to a dimensionless quantity which will be designated

as the frequency dependent sensitivity multiplier M(w):

Ao _ 11*--- -2 (•
Xo Wn2

where 1
M (W)

GI 2 \2 +221- +12 (4)

A plot of the sensitivity multiplier M(w) is shown in Figure 2.

The expression -is the static displacement sensitivity
wn

which can be written as

static 98062 [centimeters (5)
.4. n

where
2

g one grav tational unit or 980.6 centimeters/sec andf n = '-o-n7 Hz]

24
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The frequency dependent displacement sensitivity amplitude

is equal to the product of the static sensitivity and the

sensitlvity multiplier,

Sensitivity 2980.6 M(w) (centimeters/g)
41r 2f2

n
The phase of the sensitivity is expressed by Equation

3b and is plotted in Figure 3.

b. Accelerometer Operatinjg Characteristics

An accelerometer to be useful must exhibit the following

dynamic characteristics: 1) it must have a sensitivity

amplitude which is invariant over the frequency range of

interest and 2) it must have a phase which is linear over

the same frequency range.

Considering the first characteristic, the useful frequency

range of an accelerometer increases as its natural frequency

increases. However, the relative displacement of the mass

and foundation is inversely proportional to the square of

the natural frequency; i.e., for a given R° or g the

relative displacement is proportional to 1/61 Therefore,

detection of small relative displacements is required for

iccelerOmoters having high natural frequencies or high

fI uquency measurement capabilities. For an undamped accelero-

meter, the amplitude of the frequency response (sensitivity)

is flat within 5% to approximately . 2 wn as shown in Figure

2. Thus the undamped accelerometer can be used to measure

ire(iuencies to at least 20% of the accelerometer natural

frecluncy without excessive distortion of the waveform

amffp I i tude.

As previously indicated, the sensitivity phase is also

•t imnportance in reproducing an undistorted waveform. I t

10
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the accelerometer is undamped, 0 = 0 for values of w/w nl,
then the phase of the response is equal to the phase of the

useful range of the accelerometer. Thus considering both

amplitude and phase characteristics, the undamped accelerometer

reproduces an undistorted waveform to at least 20% of its

undamped natural frequency.

Damping can be employed to extend the upper frequency

range of an accelerometer; however, the effects of a phase

shift may introduce unwanted distortion in the response of

the accelerometer. Unless the phase characteristics meet

the requirement of a linear shift with frequency, response

distortion will be introduced. Referring to the phase plot

shown in Figure 3, only two conditions result in a linear

phase shift. The first is with zero damping. The impli-
cations of this condition have been previously discussed.

This condition results in a linear phase shift with zero

slope and a zero time delay between the input to the ac-

celerometer and its response. The second condition occurs
when the damping ratio t.7 and the phase angle 0 increases

linearly with frequency to approximately 1.2 times the

accelerometer's natural frequency. Referring to the plot

for M(w) (Figure 2) it can be seen that the sensitivity

amplitude is flat within 5% to 60% of w n Thus the ac-

celerometer will reproduce the input to a frequency of 60%

of the transducer's natural frequency without amplitude or

phase distortion. However, a time delay equivalent to the

phase shift will result between the acceleration input to

and the displacement response (electrical output) of the

transducer.

12



C. Summary

The following briefly summarizes the effects of accelerometer

dynamic characteristics on its operations characteristics.

(1) The useful frequency range of an accelerometer is

directly proportional to its undamped natural frequency.

(2) The basic sensitivity is inversely proportional to the

square of the accelerometer's undamped natural frequency.

Therefore, accelerometers with high natural frequencies
have low sensitivity characteristics and require more

sensitive detection capabilities.

(3) Compromises must therefore be made between high frequency

L measurement capabilities and high sensitivity characteristics.

(4) Introduction of damping can increase the high frequency

capabilities of an accelerometer.

(5) Only two damping conditions exist which result in no

distortion in the measurement of the input acceleration.

These are

(a) when the accelerometer is undamped and

SC,(b) when the damping is approximately 70% of

critical damping.

(6) The maximum frequency at which accelerations can be

measured without distortion is

(a) approximately 20% of the accelerometer's

undamped natural frequency for zero damping

and

(b) approximately 60% of the acceleromter's

undamped natural frequency for 70% critical

damping.

(7) Damping in an accelerometer introduces a time delay

between input motion and accelerometer response.

13
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2. DIAPHRAGM DESIGN

Applying these dynamic characteristics to the design of
a seismic element, a diaphragm of outside radius a = 1.27 cm
(0.50 in) and button radius b = 0.97 cm (0.38 in) was

considered. The following dynamic characteristics would be
predicted for a complex diaphragm shown in Figure 4. The
natural frequencies correspond to seismic systems that would
have useable frequency ranges for the undamped condition of
11, 6.4 and 2.7 kilohertz respectively.

Natural Displacement Displacement
Freq. h h @ .O1g @ 100Og

b
. (kHz) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

55 .480 .120 82.17 x 10"2 82.17 x 10-
32 .279 .070 242.80 x 10-12 242.80 x 10-7

.12 713.5 .104 .026 1364,00 x 10' 1364.00 x 10-

The strong dependence of frequency response and dynamic
range can be seen from this list since the dynamic range
will be directly related to the actual displacement. Past
experience with eddy-current systems suggests that only

displacement values of 127 x 1010 cm or greater can be
detected via the eddy-current technique, but capacitance
techniques should extend this detection capability.

R •3. ELECTRONICS DESIGN

a. Caapacitance Plate Characteristics

Table 1 shows the initial capacitance and capacitance

r :' changes due to acceleration for sensors with three different
C 'resonant frequencies and six different plate spacings. The

sensitivity in picofarads/q of acceleration (pf/g) is also
given for each geometry. There are two results that can be

readily seen. First, smaller plate spacing results in a
sensor with a larger static capacitance, greater capacitance

14
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changes and better sensitivity. All of these factors arr
desirable to obtain the best signal. Secondly, a sensor

with a lower resonant frequency gives greater capacitance
changes and therefore better sensitivity. This says to
obtain the optimum signal, the sensor should have a very
small plate spacing and a low resonant frequency.

b. Proposed Capacitance Sensor Electronics

The electronics used to detect the sensor capacitance
change will consist of well-established circuits. As shown
in the block diagram of Figure 5, the system consists of the
sensor capacitor, an interconnecting cable, an oscillator,
an FM detector, and a variable gain amplifier.

SENSOR CABLE

OSCILLATOR DETECTOR

VARIABLE GAIN OTU
AMPLIFIER

FIGURE 5. PROPOSED ELECTrONITCS

The interconnecting cable will be, at least in part, a
1093'C (2000'F) cable. It is expected that this cable will
be very lossy and therefore part of the cable may be a lower

Li loss medium temperature cable.

The oscillator to be used could be any one of several
well proven oscillators. The three most commonly found in

the literature ýre the Hartley, Colpitts and Clapp oscillators.

17



I- Al3 three oscillators have the frequency of oscillation

Sgiven by the same equation and therefore would have the same

intrinsic sensitivity to a small change in capacitance. The

Colpitts oscillator oas chosen for testing because it requires

only a single coil to tune the oscillator. The simplified
circuit is shown in 1igure 6. The frequency of oscillation

f is equal to 1
0

SL C

M FIGURE 6. COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

The detector required to demodulate the FM signal will
a be a standard FM receiver. Of the various types of dis-

criminators available, the phase locked loop (PLL) is a
natural selection for this application. It has excellent
noise suppression and is comparable to conventional dis-

cimination techniques in other characteristics . The PLL
L • does have a limitation in the signal to noise ratio. The

severity of this limitation needs to be determined. Phase
locked loops are available in integrated circuit form as an

off-the-shelf item.

H.L. Van Trees, Detection, Estimation, and Modulation Theoy,

John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1971.

18
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The variable gain amplifier is necessary to both
-implify th,: small sicnal from the PLL and to correct for the
chango in sensitivity that will be caused by temperatture

shifts. Thu gain control for the ampiifier will be derived
from a d.c. resistance measurement of the cable.

There are two basic problemi that must be overcome to

provide an accurate measurement of acceleration over the
desired temonprature ranqe. The first problem was mentioned
above,; the sensitivity varies with temperature. This is

caused by at least two factors. First is the change in the

sensor capacitor plate spacing due to thermal expansion.
This problem is amplified with a smaller static spacing of
the plates. The second cause is changing parameters of the
cable due to temperature changes. The resistance of the
conductors and the dielectric of the insulator both vary as
a function of temperature. The second problem is a d.c.

shift in output due to temper iture changes. The causes are
the same as before; spacing of the plates and the cable

parameters change with temperature. The first problem can
be solved, as stated above, by measuring the d.c. resistance
and hence the average temperature of the cable and varying the
gain of the final amplifier. A thermocouple in the sensor

could also be used to determine the temperature. The second
problem can be corrected by altering the f of the oscillator
in a direction opposite that of thermal drift. However, the
expansion of the plate spacing may be very large compared to-
the deflection caused by 0.01g. If this correction cannot

be satisfactorily made, the system may have to be limited to
a.c. response only.
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C•ahlxe Character.i a Lics

The capacitive sensor is connected to the oscillator

circuit with -.1 high temperature cable which is inescapably a

source of inaccuracy and instability. The following analysis

has used frequency, temperature and line length as variable

parameters. The circuit analyzed is shown in Figure 7.

L IIl TC1I 'MPCERATURE CABLE

, C I I,IA'I'()R
jS'NSOR

IN MIT

[MI'EDANCF'

FIGURE 7. CABLE SCHEMATIC

A coaxial cable was selected for the analysis as being

representative of nearly any cable which might be used. The

expressions for characteristic impedance and propagation

constant are readily analyzed; the results in the form of

trends are applicable to any cable.

Using handbook values for the properties of the cable

at room temperature and 1093WC, the characteristic impedance,

)ropaqation constant, input impedance and sensitivity values

were studied as a function of temperature, frequency and

Sjuornetry. The summary of these activities indicate that the

interconnecting cable can significantly transform the trans-

P •"lducer capacitance and reduce the sensitivity depending upon

the length. Both a null shift and the reduction in sensi-

tivity become more pronounced at hiqher frequencies.

V L.on'jer lengths of cable, especially at higher frequencies,

[i !j will make tuning the oscillator more difficult and place

more serious demands upon the transducer and electronics

(let; i qn.
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d. Eddy-Current Sensor Electronics Design

In the literature survey, many different bridge techniques

were discussed, especially with many of the high accuracy1<' capacitance systems. Although maany of the systems had
interesting features, none presented had identifiable charac-

teristics that surpassed those achieved by the KP-1910

special electronics. These electronics were especially

modified for the 1093 0 C (2000 0 F) micr'.phone program* where

a dynamic range in excess of 100 dB was achieved with excellent

system temperature characteristics. From this evaluation,

no work is planned with regard to bridge-type electronics.

If needed, the EP-1910 Special electronics will oc used for

the breadboard electronics.

e. Eddy-Current Coil Design

The first two priorities in the list of design goals

are the ability to withstand 10930C (20001F) operating tem-

peratures and to have the transducer's frequency response

range extend to 20,000 hertz. The mate~rials used in the

coil, both the wire and insulation, determine the maximum

operating temperature. These considerations are discussed

in detail in Section IV 4. The second goal, frequency

response up to 20,000 hertz, necessarily implies that the

displacements that the coils must detect are very, very

small. (See Section IV 2.) Therefore the coils must be

designed for maximum sensitivity as the prime consideration.

The basic principle of operation of Kaman's eddy-

current devices is that a coil's impedance changes as a

conductive target moves in a direction perpendicular to the

axis of the coil. An analytical solution for the eddy-

current problem of a coil of rectangular cross-section above

AFFDL-TR-73-62 Development of a 1093 0 C (2000 0 F) Prototype
Microphone, February 1974.
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a multi-layered plane can be performed. For some time now,

Kaman has had computer programs available for use in trars-

ducer design. These programs include the solution of the

eddy-current problem in conjunction with various subroutines A

that include different bridge circuits, non-linear pressure- 7 a

displacement calculations, circuit variables, and the coil

parameters.

The parameters that can be considered by the computer
program for the coil design include the following: the coil
dimensions (inner radius, outer radius and length), the coil.@

wire size and resistivity, the target material and its

resistivity and permeability, the coil-target geometry, the
operating frequency, the connecting cable characteristics,

and the circuit parameters of the different bridge circuits.

The computer program is not an optimization program per

se. However, by varying the parameter of interest, it is

possible to optimize with respect to that parameter. One

cannot simply optimize one variable at a time because of the

very complicated manner in which many of the variables
interact and the rather complicated boundary conditions that A

exist. For example, one must consider such variables as how

difficult it will be to wind a given coil uniformly from one

coil to the next because the transducer must use matched

coils. Additional details of such trade-offs are discussed

in Section V 4.b. of this report.

The preliminary coil designs for the prototype eddy-

current sensor have been completed. There are basically two

different coils proposed. One operating at Kaman's usual

operating frequency of 1 MHz with a somewhat larger than

usual coil. The other coil operating at 5 MHz and having
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FI
only a single layer of wire windings. The second coil will
have twice the sensitivity of the first but will require

winding a coil in a different manner than our usual coil

winding techniques.

4. MATERIALS EVALUATIONS

a. Materials P~roperties

In evaluating materials for the 1093 0 C accelerometer,

two factors were kept in mind: 1) the materials experience

of the 10930C microphone development and 2) that an inherent

high natural stiffness could reduce the size and weight of

the sensor. Realizing that the number one priority was, of

course, operation at 1093 0 C, the materials used on the

microphone program were evaluated first. However, because

of size considerations, the search was expanded to include
all materials that could operate above 1093 0C that would
have inherent high stiffness. The final candidates, after

the obviously unusable ones were eliminated, were as follows:

Columbium (Niobium) Rhodium

Iridium Tantalum

Molybdenum Tungsten
Palladium Vanadium

Platinum Haynes Alloy 8077

Inconel Alloy MA754

Of these materials, five had stiffness characteristics which
were better than the main group. Ranked in order they are

as follows:
Material Stiffness Factor @ 1093 0 C

Molybdenum 92
Iridium 76
Rhodium 75

Inconel Alloy MA753 64

Haynes Alloy 8077 60

where the stiffness factor is related to the ratio of Lhe
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modulus of elasticity to the density. Thus for a given
natural frequency, the thickness of a seismic diaphragm of

molybdenum would be considerably less than that of Haynes
Alloy 8077 (approximately 70%).

From an examination of the materials available, three
alternatives were felt to exist;

System I (low risk)
Case Material - Haynes Alloy 8077

Deflection Element - Rhodium or Haynes 8077
Lead Wires - ZGS Platinum

Ceramic Cement - Cotronics 901
Coil Wire (if required) - Secon "E" coated rhodium

Ceramics - 99.9+% Alumina

Backfill - Vented

System I1 (moderate risk)
Case Material - Haynes Alloy 8077

Deflection Element - TZM Molybdenum
Lead Wires - ZGS Platinum or HT Molybdenum

Ceramic Cement - Cotronics 901

Co.l Wire (if required) - Secon "E" coated Molybdenum

Ceramics - 99.9+% Alumina

Backfill - High Purity Neon

System III (high risk)

Case Material - Silicide Coated Molybdenum

Deflection Element - TZM Molybdenum

Lead Wires - HT Molybdenum

Ceramic Cements - Cotronics 901

Coil Wire (if required) - Secon "E" coated Molybdenum

Ceramics 99.9+% Alumina

Backfill - High Purity Neon

24
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b. Chemical ompatabii

A literature search was made to determine what potential

problems might exist with the use of molybdenum alloy as the

deflection element, a superalloy as the case material,

aluminum oxide and Cotronics 901 cement for the coil assembly,

and neon as a damping gas.

The selection of the TZM molybdenum alloy, because of

its high recrystallization temperature and high strength for

use at 1093 0 C, narrowed the compatability investigation by

excluding molybdenum and HT molybdenum alloy as possible

candidate materials.

The compatability of TZM and aluminum oxide (alumina)
is well-known because of the use of both materials in high
temperature (1650 0 C) furnaces. Alumina and TZM are non-
reactive in an inert atmosphere up to 1370 0 C, and in a 10-4 torr

vacuum up to 1650 0 C.

However, the use of Cotronics 901 cement may present
some potential problems because of the silicon dioxide

(silica) and carbon in the cement. Very little is known

about whether silica can cause embrittlement by coming in
contact with TZM at 1093 0 C, but carbon can react with molybdenum

and its alloys at temperatures as low as 1200 0 C.

I Yi The second potential problem is the diffusion of nickel

from the superalloy into the TZM thus causing embrittlement

and failure. It is known that nickel and chromium vaporize
in hard vacuums at 1200 0 C to form brittle intermetallic
compounds, and may react in a like manner in an inert

atmosphere.
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The third potential problem is the embrittlement of TZM

by very small quantities of oxygen. Oak Ridcle National

Laboratories has conducted tests demonstrating that as

little as 300 ppm of oxygen can cause complete loss of

ductility over the temperature range we expect to operate.

The use of neon gas will prer;ent no problems since

inert gases have been used for sometime as atmospheres for

molybdenum at elevated temperatures.

A summary of the potential problems are:

(1) Reaction of the Cotronics 901 cement with the TZM

alloy.

(2) Nickel diffusion from a superalloy

(3) Oxygen embrittlement.

5, PROCESS EVALUATION

a. Gas Damping

The most desirable situation with respect to damping of

the accelerometer would be to have the accelerometer meet

the design goals without any damping, the reason being that

damping will introduce even more complexity into an already

complex design. The technology evaluation performed to JaLt

has shown that it is unlikely that the systems considered,

either capacitive or eddy-current, will have the combination

of adequate frequenct response and dynamic rancie.

The addition of a frequency dependent damping system

can result in extending the frequency response up to and

beyond the resonant frequency. In this manner , one Caan

],rwer the resonant frequency of the accelerometer, thercy

'!l.ining sensitivity. This gain is not without its rosL ,
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however. The costs include greater complexity, additional

phase distortion and the damping is not expected to remain

constant with temperature. The mathematical analysis of the
frequency dependent damping system is quite involved -

S~str'aightforward but tedious. To examine the temperature

•f~ects, it will be necessary to program the mathematics on
,a computer and have the computer search for optimum solutions.

The effort is considered beyond the scope of this program,
and a design with no gas damping was recommended.

• b. Weldin. and Brazinq

Of the materials selected for possible use, all have

excellent welding and brazing properties. Kaman has ex-
tensive experience with all the materials except molybdenum

and its alloys. Its joining properties are well-established
in the literature since it has had extensive use in high
temperature fixtures and ceramic-to-metal seals. Welding,

97 brazing and spot-welding tests were implemented in the experi-

mental phase.

c. Ceramic Cements

With the success of Cotronics 901 ceramic cement in the
1093'C microphone program, no new ceramic cement evaluations

were planned. Compatability tests of Cotronics 901 and the• .:•.molybdenum configuration were also implemented.
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SECTION V

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

1. HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIAL TESTS

Several compatability tests were conducted using Haynes

Research Alloy #8077 as a test chamber. The first series of

tests examined the question of nickel diffusion into the TZM

molybdenum proposed as the seismic beam material. Such

diffusion would cause embrittlement and premature failure.

TZM molybdenum was tested in plain test capsules and capsules

lined with a thin molybdenum sheet. The capsules were

evacuated, backtilled with research grade neon and then

heated at 10930C (2000 0 F) for 100 hours. Photomicrographs

of the tested TZM molybdenum are shown in Figures 8, 9 and

10. Conclusions to these tests indicated that the molybdenum

had to be protected from the nickel diffusion since severe

brittleness was noted in subsequent bend tests.

Since the molybdenum sheet was successful in protecting

the TZM molybdenum, a vendor who could apply the molybdenum

plating to the Haynes #8077 alloy was sought. The only

vendor that could be found could not plate with molybdenum,

but could apply tungsten plating. A test capsule was fabricated

and forwarded for tungsten plating. Results of this test

were successful, indicating no significant nickel diffusion

after 100 hours at 1093'C.

After the remaining design features were established, a

final total compatability test was conducted. However, in

the interest of time and expense, a piece of nickel tubing

lined with thin molybdenum was used as the test capsule.
The test was disastrous. Strong indications of nickel

embrittlement- were noh-d on the TZM molybdenum and the
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FIGURE 9. '±Zt MOLYBDENUM TESTED FOR 100 FIRS

@10930C IN MOLYBDENUM LINED NICKEL CAPSULE
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platinum platimj lifted from the ceramic plate usr i on the

other side of the capacitance plate. A close review of the

results indicated that the 100% nickel container was not

indicative of the results that would be obtained with the

80% nickel 16% chrome system of the Haynes 8077 alloy.

The test was then repeated in a Haynes 8077 alloy test

capsule providing total confidence that the materials system

could survive the 1093 0 C environment for a least 100 hours.

2. ASSEMBLY METHODS

b. Joining Tests

Since vast experience has already been gained with

joining of all of the materials proposed on the 1093 0 C

TW accelerometer program except molybdenum, spot welding, LASER

welding, TIG welding and vacuum brazing tests were performedi *

with TZM molybdenum. As was anticipated from the analytical
study, most joining techniques were highly successful as

indicated by the following list:

Joining Technique Results

Spot Welding Strong joints with
no difficult".

LASER Welding Requires special High
Voltage setting. Some
cracks in welds.

TIG Welding Large fusion welds with
no problems.

Brazing Vacuum furnace power
capability initially
b -oo low to test. Power
capability increased
and successful brazes
made.

TZM molybdenum samples were supplied by Schwarzkopf
N Development Corporation and AMAX Specialty Metals

Division.
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Thu design of th0 fixed portion of the CaLLacitance

pilate consisted of a ceramic (alumina) plate, plated with a

flash) of platinum and electrodeposited rhodium with a ZGS

platinum* cunter electrode brazed to the rhodium surface.

Evaluation of the plating and brazing processes were

extensive. Many difficulties were encountered and experts

in the field of ceramic-to--metal bonding were consulted.

The major problems and their solutions were as follows:

Problem So] ution

(1) Flatness of the curamic (1) Ceramic plat••s were diamond
plate after machining, lapped after rough machining.

(2) Brazing of electrode to (2) Kaman's vacuum furnace was
rhodium plating caused found to be totally inadequate.
cracking of the ceramic A high temperature vacuum
plate. furnace at the Colorado

School of Mines was used to
provide a uniform temperature
brazing environment.

(3) Flatness of the ceramic (3) Since the plating was less
plate after brazing. than 0.001 inches thick,

final diamond lapping could
not remove more than 0.0005
inches of the plating. It
was found that; the ceramic
plates had to be placed on an
extremely flat substrate
during the brazing process to
assure a final acceptable
flatness.

0i Trademark of the Matthey-Bishop, Inc.
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3. PROMISING SENSING METHOD TEST

a. L2Myrmental Cable Characteristics 1

From the theoretical analysis, two qualitative assumptions

could be predicted; an increase in frequency and an increase in
temperature would both increase losses. Experiments with

the high temperature cable and the Colpitts oscillator

showed these assumptions to be true. Two experiments were

Derformed on the cable to determine its characteristics

iersus temperature and frequency.

The first experiment measured the capacitance, in-

la,itance, resistance and shunt conductance of a 15.24 cm

S6 in) piece of cable. This length was chosen because it

Sould be uniformly heated in the oven. A Hewlett-Packard

lodel 4721A 1MHz digital LCR meter was used to measure the
)arameters. At this frequency tIe wave length is very much I
rreater than the cable length. Therefore, the lumped circuit

Salues could be measured. Measurements were made between

ne conductor and the sheath.

The measured capacitance data indicated capacitance in-

"reases of 31% from room temperature to 1093 0 C. This is
t .• aused primarily by a dielectric constant increase with

emperature. The shunt conductance for the same cable

ndicated that the conducLance increases by almost two

rders of magnitude. The inductance of the piece of test

able remained within 1% of its value of 0.81 ýh over the

,mperature range. The conductor resistance increased by

N Lmost a factor of two from room temperature to 1093 0 C.
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The second experiment used a longer piece of cable with

only a portion of the cable heated similar to what a pro-

duction unit would be subject to. The setup is shown in

Figure 11.

leated Portion

HP 250B 30.5 cm (12 in.)

R X

METER

109.8 cm (43.3 inr-

FIGURE 11. CABLE TEST

In this experiment both conductors were shorted together and

measurements were made between this shorted pair and the

sheath. The RX meter was used because the test frequency is
selectable. Measurements were taken at 2 and 4 MHz.
Measurements taken at higher frequencies were inconsistent.

The interesting data from this experiment indicated that the

conductance through the AI 2 03 insulation increased with
temperature and also with frequency.

b. Experimental Electronics Characteristics

The detailed schematic of the Colpitts oscillator is

shown in Figure 12.

"ýio CG

10k. .. , Topf

___ _OU'1TPUT

, , lpf lO0•1 2k

FIGURE 12. COLPITTS OSCILLATOR SCHEMATIC
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The oscillator and capacitor with no cable was placed

inside an ambient temperature enclosure to reduce temperature

variations and its frequency was observed. The nominal

frequency was 10.33 MHz. The frequency was monitored with a

frequency counter; therefore, only low frequency deviations

were observed. The average short term (1 second) deviation

was about 50 Hz. Often this deviation was as low as 10 Hz.

Over a period of six hours the frequency decreased by 300 Hz.

For this test the oscillator had not been thermally compen-

sated although the differential amplifier makes the circuit

inherently stable.

The oscillator was very sensitive to stray capacitances

to ground. Touchinq leads or cables could cause a several

hundred Hz deviation in frequency. It was also moderately

sensitive to power supply variations even with decoupling of

the supply.

4. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION STUDIES

a. Electronics and Cable Limitations

Through experimentation and testing performed on the

oscillator and high temperature cable, several limitations

were observed. The first limitations to be noted here apply

to both the variable capacitive system and eddy-current

system. Following this will be limitations dealing with

each system individually.

A primary limitation of any system that is to operate

at 1093*C is the interconnecting cable. To withstand this

temperature extreme, materials must be chosen which result

in a cable with significant losses. The conductance varied
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from a satisfactory value at room temperature to a very
lossy value (9X10- mhos at 1 MHz) at 10930C. The static
and low frequency capacitance also varied substantially with
temperature. The transducer capacitance and the variable
inductance make up the tank circuit and determine the
frequency of oscillation. If the length of the cable is

less than 1/4 of a wave length, the inductor is used to tune
the oscillator. If the cable length is between 1/4 to 1/2 a

wave length, the coil is replaced by a capacitance. An RF
choke is also necessary for bias. This change is necessary
because the input impedance of the cable becomes inductive.

For longer lengths the cable looks alternately capacitive and
then inductive.

A 244 cm (96 in) piece of Micro-dot cable with a geometry
and characteristic impedance similar to the high temperature
cable was connected to the oscillator. A 480 pf capacitor
was used to simulate the transducer capacitor. Either a coil
or a capacitor was used to tune the oscillator to frequencies
between 2 and 17 MHz. The change Afo/fo for a 1% change in
transducer capacitance for the various frequencies was

measured. In this range of frequencies, it was observed
that the sensitivity decreased with frequency increases.
The theoretically ideal sensitivity of 0.5 was not met. It
should be noted here that the oscillator and capacitor

together with no cable achieved a sensitivity factor of
0.488.

U Another experiment was performed where the frequency of

oscillation was held close to 7.5 MHz and the length of the

A cable was varied. The length was varied from 30 to 244
centimeters. For lengths of cable between 30 and 122 cm,

S•,the sensitivity remained very close to 0.45. At these

lengths an inductor was used in the oscillator to tune the
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desired frequency. For lengths 305 cm and greater, a cap citor

was used to tune the oscillator. At these lengths the

sensitivity dropped to about 0.22. The oscillator could not

be made to oscillate at 7.5 MHz with a 244 cm cable. These

results indicate that the cable should be as short as possible

to minimize losses and undesired shunt capacitance.

It was shown earlier that the sensitivity of the trans-

ducer is proportional to one over the square of the resonant

frequency of the deflection element. This is true of any

type of sensing technique. Preliminary laboratory tests

with the variable resonance system give an indication of the

performance with various resonant frequencies and capacitor

plate spacings. Using the values of capacitance and capacitance

change per g from Table 1 and a suitable Afo/AC value of

0.3 from the testing descrioed earlier, dynamic range values

were calculated for each configuration. These values are

listed in db in Table 2. it should be emphasized that the

absolute magnitude of these values may not be accurate, but

their relative values are important. it can be seen that

very significant gains can be made by both lowering the

transducer resonant frequency and decreasing the plate

spacing.

It is possible to reduce both amplitude and phase noise

by controlling the thermal environment of the electronics.

Therefore, to increase the values shown in Table 2, it

probably will be necessary to have the critical electronics

placed in an oven.

Design goal number 2 is a frequency response of 2 to

20,000 Hz or if possible from dc to 20,000 Hz. There is, in

theory, no reason why dc response is not possible. However,
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TABLE 2. SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO IN DB

CAPACITANCE
PLATE SPACING fn 13.5 KHz fn 33 KHZ fn 55 KHzif d~(cnm)

S.0025 64 49 40
(.0010 in)

.0020 67 52 43

(.0008 in)

.0015 71 55 46

(.0006 in)

.0010 75 60 51

(.0004 in)

.0005 83 67 58

. (.0002 in)

.0002 89 74 65

(.0001 in)

~ is
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I
after preliminary testing it is evident that thermal shifts

and expansions were very large in magnitude compared to a A

low acceleration signal. Therefore, if dc response is
provided it may be accurate only at moderate to high g

levels.

Limitations concerning only the variable capacitance

system deal with operating frequency and cable length.

Tests demonstrated that increasing the operating frequency

resulted in greater losses and smaller sensitivities. 1
Higher frequencies also place more restrictions upon the
length of the cable to obtain the correct portion of a wave

length. The oscillator can be tuned with either a capacitor
or an inductor depending upon the length of the cable.

However, better results were obtained when the oscillator

"was tuned with an inductor and additional capacitors were I
avoided.

Limitations concerning only the eddy-current type of

transducer involve the relationship between the operating

frequency and the resonant frequency of the coil cable
combination. This resonant frequency is the electrical I
frequency at which the coil-combination resonates. The x

cable can be represented approximately as a shunt capacitance

and a series resistance connected to the coil as shown in
the diagram.

__ L .

I CeI I

CABLE SENSOR COIL
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To avoid very large temperature shifts, the operating

frequency must be less than the resonant frequency. This
means that the greater the cable capacitance, the lower the

coil inductance must be for a given operating frequency.
Lower coil inductance usually results in lower sensitivity.

In addition, the cable resistance lowers the sensitivity,

considerably in some cases, and increases the temperature
shifts. Therefore, the cable provides limits to both the

sensitivity and temperature compensation that can be achieved.

b. Coil Design Studies

The design of the coils for the eddy-current sensor
involves many variables and boundary conditions. The following

comments and results apply to the particular problem at hand
and should not be construed to be of general applicability.

In the following paragraphs, the main variables of interest

are explained and their effect upon the design goals examined.

The target that the coils "look" at is, of course, the

seismic mass described earlier. Its shape and dimensions
are basically determined by the consideration of the 20,000

Hz frequency response design goal. Those considerations
also determine the deflections the target will have. The

target material will either be molybdenum or rhodium. Since
these have similar resistivities (6pcm) one set of calcu-

lations can suffice for either material in the preliminary
design. The target thickness was taken to be 0.279 cm

(0.110 in) with a radius of 0.975 cm (0.384 in) from the
32,000 kHz natural frequency design. The coil outer radius
is therefore bounded by the 0.975 cm dimension. Otherwise

it would "see" the edge of the button, causing unpredictable

effects. In the frequency range of interest, the target is

effectively infinitely thick as far as the coil is concerned.
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The coil's inner radius has a much smaller effect upon

the inductance and the sensitivity of the coil than the
outer radius. This remains correct as long as the inner

radius is much smaller than the outer radius. We have
decided upon an inner radius of 0.046 cm (0.018 in) based

upon previous coil winding experience. If the inner radius
is much smaller, it becomes more difficult to wind the coil
uniformly. If the inner radius is much larger, the inductance

decreases but the sensitivity also decreases in general.

As the coil's outer radius increases, the sensitivity

increases provided all other parameters are held constant.
The sensitivity is defined as the voltage out of the bridge

for a given displacement. The larger radius coils (up to

0.975 cm have better sensitivity but, of course, also have
higher inductance, and therefore lower natural frequencies.

If the other dimensions are fixed, there is an optimum coil
length. This optimum coil length, however, is affected by
most of the other parameters involved in the coil design, A

and it is difficult to decide upon until most of the other

parameters are fixed.

The size of the wire used to wind the coil has a variety

of effects upon the characterittics of the coil. If the

coil dimensions are fixed, a smaller wire wili allow more

turns to be wound upon the coil. Since the inductance is

proportional to the square of the number of turns, the
inductance increases rapidly. However, the smaller wire

size increase3 the resistance of the coil very rapidly.
These two effects combine in a very complicated fashion so

that the sensitivity can be increased or decreased by smaller

wire size depending on other parameters. The wire resistivity

can also play a major role.

JII
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For the case at hand, there is an additional boundary

condition in that because of the very long lead times to

obtain coated wire, it was decided to use rhodium wire of

0.005 cm (0.002) O.D. coated with Secon "E" coating. The

finished O.D. of the wire would be 0.010 cm (0.004 in). The

other coil parameters were optimized using this type of

wire. Preliminary studies indicate that no major improvements

would be available with different wire sizes.

The sensitivity increases as the coil-to-target spacing

(at zero acceleration) decreases. Therefore, the coil-to-

target spacing will be as small as it can be reliably

constructed.

'The prototype coil designs offering the most promising

properties consisted of the followng parameter choices:

A. High-Frequency Coil

Operating Frequency: 5 MHz

Inner Radius: 0.046 cm (0.018 in)

Outer Radius: 0.203 cm (0.080 in)

Thickness: 0.010 cm (0.004 in)

Coil Wire: Rhodium wire (0.005 cm O.D.)

coated with Secon " coating.

Coated wire size 0.010 cm.

.B. Low-Frequency Coil

SOperating Frequency: 1 MHz
Inner Radius: 0.046 cm (o.018 in)

Outer Radius: 0.279 (0.110 in)

Thickness: 0.030 (0.012 in)
Coil Wire: Same as the high frequency

coil

The calculated sensitivity of the high frequency coil

will be approximately twice that of the low frequency coil:
however, the lower frequency coil represents less of a

departure from present kaman technology.
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SECTION VI

ACCELEROMETER DESIGN

After the completion of the analytical and experimental

phases, a technical interim report was submitted to AFPDL/FBG.

In the report, the accelerometer system using the capacitance
plate design sensor with a variable-resonance (frequency-
modulated) electronics was recommended. Such a recommendation

was based on the fact that such a system offered the greatest

advancements of technology and performance, despite the fact

that more risks were involved. The recommendation was

approved by AFFDL/FBG and the fabrication of the prototype

sensor was begun.

1. Sensor Design

The sensor design is shown in Figure 13. The major
/ "design features o f the sensor are the housing , expansion

wedge, fixed capacitance plates, seismic diaphragm and the

high temperature cable. The housing was designed to have no

natural frequencies less than 40 KHZ. The housing material

SI was Haynes Alloy #8077 with the top cover fabricated from

r 309 stainless steel. Although the 309 stainless does not
have the corrosion or oxidation resistance noted for the

fHaynes #8077 alloy, thicknesses of the various parts assure

• •a useable lifetime of several hundreds of hours. The closure

weld (sealing the 309 stainless part to the Haynes #8077

alloy) is a LASER weld of minimum penetration of 0.127

centimeters (0.050 inches).

Thn thermal expansion wedge was designed to maintain a

tight fit of the internal stack of capacitance plate com-

ponents through temperature excursions from ambient to

10930C (2000 0 F). Both the alumina ceramic plates and the

molybdenum 
seismic 

diaphragm 
are very low expanders.
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To compensate for this low expansion compared to the moderate
expansion of the Haynes #8077 alloy, the higher expanding

__• 309 stainless steel was selected to assure a "gap-free"
assembly. When considering the 12.29 cubic centimeters

(0.75 inches cubed) size goal of the sensor, a design was
devised to shorten the length required to balance the expansion
of the internal components and the external housing. This
design called for the use of both the axial and radial

expansion of the 309 stainless to be applied to the internal
component st .. k through an expansion wedge. The maximum
total axial expansion difference at 2000OF between the
internal stack and the housing was 0.004 cm. (0.0016 in.).

I This additional expansion was provided through the con-
version of the radial expansion through the 28 degree wedge
shown. Precision fits and finely polished surfaces were
used to provide part movement to allow the wedge design to

L operate properly.

The fixed capacitance plates were made of 94% purity
i ... alumina. The plates were lapped to precision flatness using
X-7, diamond lapping compound. The ZGS platinum center conductor

was then brazed to the ceramic on the capacitance plate
• side The plate was again diamond lapped. The lapped

surface was then flash vapor plated with platinum, followed
by electroplating with rhodium to complete the unit.

The seismic diaphragm was constructed of TZM molybdenum.
2ZR This particular grade of molybdenum contains 0.5% titanium

and 0.8% zirconium and has a significant improvement of hot
~ •strength and recrystallization temperature over pure

molybdenum. The hot strength at 1093 0 C is, of c'urse, the
Smain fact in its choice over platinum, rhodium or Haynes

#8077 alloy as the seismic mass material. The most signi-

ficant deficiency of this material is its reactivity with
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oxygen and other elements at high temperatures. An inert

gas backfill of 75% neon - 25% helium was used to eliminate

any oxygen and a 0.0013 cm. (0,0050 in.) thick plasma sprayed
alumina coating was used on the inside surfaces of the

housing as a diffusion barrier to migration of nickel and

other elements. Problems with diffusion into molybdenum,
especially nickel, were noted in earlier chemical compati-

bility testing.

The high temperature cable consisted of Inconel Alloy
600 sheath, high purity alumina insulation and two ZGS

t platinum conductors. This cable is identical to that used

for tho 1093 0 C microphone system developed under Contract

I F33615-74-C-3011.

2. Electronics Design

F Figurc. 14 shows the block diagram of the accelerometer

.A electronics. it is a variable frequency system which uses

differential techniques. There are two oscillators associated
with the transducer, The frequency of a reference voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) is controlled by two inputs:

the capacitance between one of the outer plates and theji inner plate of the transducer and a frequency control input.

The second oscillator is part of phase locked loop (PLL) #1.

o • •Its natural (or open loop) frequency is determined by the

capacitance between the opposite outer plate and the center
S.plate. However, since it is part of a PLL, its frequency

will be forced to be the same as the reference VCO. The

difference between the VCO frequency and the open loop PLL

frequency is proportional to the acceleration signal. As

can be seen, these two frequencies will move in opposite
directions when the transducer is subject to an acceleration.
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This differential approach reduces the effects of cable

capacitance change and temperature upon the acceleration

signal zero and linearity.

The output of the PLL #1 is a differential signal, and

differential amplifier #1 is used to convert the signal to

a single-ended type. A special amplifier is dsed to handle
a very high common mode voltage from the PLL. A linear

multiplier follows the differential amplifier, and it serves

two purposes. First, it provides a means to scale the
output needed to correct for temperature sensitivity vari-

ations. Secondly, it provides a means to correct for small

linearity variations by scaling the signal to a small deqrez
by the signal itself. Following the multiplier is an adjust-
able gain amplifier and a low pass filter.

The i.iformation needed to correct for sensitivity

variations is derived from PLL #2 and differential amplifier

#2. This signal tells how far the oscillators have shifted

due to temperature variations. This signal also has some
acceleration signal present which is filtered with low pass

filter #2. The signal is then scaled with the high -epm-

perature gain adjustment and then fed to the multiplier to

scale the acceleration signal.
r

The frequency response of the system is limited on the

low end to about 2 Hz. This is accomplished by integrating
the acceleration signal output adding 8.5 volts and applying

this to the frequency control input of the reference VCO.
This forces the nominal frequency difference between the VCO

and PLL #1 to be zero. This approach is used to reduce the
t• possibility of the loop getting out of lock.
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SECTION VII

ACCELEROMLTER TESTING

The accelerometer was tested using the Unholtz-Dickie

Model 350 vibration system. The transducer was attached to

the shaker platform using a special water cooled fixture and

was heated using a custom designed furnace. The furnace was

capable of heating the sensor wbile being subjected to the
vibration environment to temperatures near 10930C.

The first testing activities were conducted to examine

possible fixture resonances that could cause errors in the

observed accelerometer data. Several serious resonances

were discovered at 3000 hertz and above, and thus all higher

temperature data had to be observed at frequencies less than

3000 hertz.

During the first attempts to test the accelerometer,

large zero shifts were associated with any change in tem-

perature. Changes were made in the electronics to eliminate

D.C. response, and testing was continued with the system as
described in Section 6. The measurements were mide using a

standard wide-band root-mean-squared (rms) voltmeter and a
tuned, or narrow-band rms voltmeter with the observed data

listed in Table 3. Although in the final data run, no

accelerations less than 0.05 j were measured, previous

testing has shown the ability to measure 0.03 g or 90.5 dB.

At 10100C (1850 0 F) and 1066WC (1950 0 F), considerable noise

started appearing on the output signals as shown in Figure

15. Until that point, clean, sinusoidal signals had been

observed. It was thought that th,! expansion wedge described

earlier was not working properly, and that gaps were present

between the plates allowing movement. Capacitance measurements
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at temperature under static conditions supported thatF.' hypothesis. After some effort to free the wedge by tem-
perature cycling and shock loading, the sensor failed to
operate at all. Careful examination of the sensor showed
that the metal sheathed cable had partially failed at weld
attachment to the sensor housing. With WPAFB/FBG approval,
the sensor was then machined apart for failure analysis.
The following conditions were observed after approximately
12 hours operation above 1010 0 C (18501F) and 24 hours
operation above 538'C (1000'F):

(1) Failure of the cable-to-sensor weldment had caused ZGS
platinum lead wire failure and had allowed oxygen to enter
into the interior of the sensor. Judging from the small
amount of oxidation present on the TZM molybdenum seismic
diaphragm, the precision fits of the internal assembly had
not allowed the oxygen to penetrate the interior, this being
substantiated by the notable oxidation of the Haynes alloy
#8077 on the interior of the sensor near the weld failure.

(2) The TZM molybdenum seismic diaphragm was in good con-

dition with only a slight surface oxidation noticeable.
Efforts to clean off this coating were successful. No

attempts to evaluate nickel diffusion were made, but the
plasma sprayed alumina was in excellent condition and very
white in color, indicating that it had been successful as a
diffusion barrier to any diffusion of metallic species. Any
diffusion would have changed the color to shades varying

from gray to black.

(3) The rhodium plated capacitance plates were in excellent
condition. Surface resistance had not changed, and there

was no indication of the plating delaminating from the
alumina substrate.
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(4) The expansion wedge was not free to move and had
apparently diffusion bonded itself to the cover. In this
condition, where no differential movement was possible, the
capacitance plate stack would become loose at higher tem-
peratures. This condition would explain the noisy signals
observed at 1010C and above.

(5) The closure weld of the cover to the housing was in
excellent condition. In excess of 0.152 cm (0.060 in.)
penetration was observed. The oxidation of the 309 stainless
steel was not excessive and had not degraded the weldment at
all.

1. Performance Comparison With Design Goals

Although limited testing experience was obtained, the
accelerometer system showed great promise and was successful
in many ways. With regard to the top four priorities, the
sensor performed as follows:

(i) Operation at 1093 0 C - Goal met. Operated at
high temperature for approximately 12 hours.

(2) Frequency Range 2 to 20,000 hertz - Engineering
decision to design system with only 2 to 7,000
hertz range.

k (3) Dynamic range .01 to 1000 g's (100 dB)- Observed
a minimum of 0.02 g's (91 db). A

(4) Temperature range sensitivity shift of + .3% -

Observed + 10.46% from ambient to 871 0 C (1600 0 F)
at 0.1 to 10 g's.

A complete list of each design goal and actual performance
is presented in Table 4.
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSION

Although not all the objectives and design goals of the

program were met, many significant advancements in high

temperature materials and techniques and electronics design

were made. The activities of this development resulted in

the extension and advancement of the 1093WC (2000°F) mate-

rials technology to the design of an accelerometer system

utilizing variable capacitance techniques. The fabricated

sensor utilized many materiais from previous development

programs, but saw the extension of technology include the

use of metallized ceramics and refractory metals. The

development of the variable resonance electronics was also

an advancement of state-of-the-art high signal-to-noise

electronics.

Many of the design goals were achieved to a high degree

or as planned, including operation to 1093 0 C (2000 0 F),

frequency response, dynamic range, resonant frequency,

sensor size, and external electronics design. Other goals

involving output or response characteristics were not fully

characterized because of the premature failure of the sensor.

Activities resulting from the failure analysis also indicated

that no serious technological problems existed which could

not be corrected with simple design changes.

Finally, it is felt that the development effort was a
valuable experience, and the resulting technology will

provide future efforts with sufficient background to develop

satisfactory acceleration measuring systems. Such systems

will provide AFFDL/FBG the capability to keep pace with the
measurement needs created by the technological advancements

in the field of high speed flight.
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SECTION IX

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the recommendation of the authors of this report
that additional research effort be conducted to complete the
development of the capacitive accelerometer system. Since
the transducer described in this report has most of the
important characteristics of acceptable temperature range,
dynamic range, frequency response, size and electronics, it

is felt to be in the best interest of the Air Force to

continue this effort to fully characterize the accelerometer
system. The efforts of a continued program should include:

(1) Sensor design changes noted in the failure analysis
which would include (a) the use of other case materials to
eliminate the use of the expansion wedge and (b) a more
rigid attachment of the instrumentation cable to the sensor

housing. Rolled Alloys R-333 would be such a material that
would be suitable for the environment and would not represent

a departure from the present materials technology. The

cable attachment and perhaps sheath thickness should be

reviewed carefully to avoid premature cable failure.

(2) Electronics evaluation and review for sensitivity and

linearity adjustments. The sensitivity adjustment still
needs a more suitable means of compensating for capacitance

changes associated with the large temperature excursions.

Although the present system does work, total evaluation was
not possible since the signal at very high temperature

became quite noisy, probably due to the expansion wedge
problem.

Signal linearity adjustment also needs more evaluation.

N Again, the limited performance at the high temperature

extreme did not make it possible to fully evaluate this

adjustment.
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In addition to these efforts, additional testing with

tuned bridge electronics in suggested as an option. With
such electronics, Kaman has achieved 100 dB dynamic range,
and the temperature compensation techniques are readily
understood. Kaman uses such electronics with their many
high temperature products.
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